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rAgent™ Mobile  

rAgent ™ Mobile Brings True Mobility to the Enterprise Application 
rAgent ™ Mobile dramatically increases worker productivity and 
mobility by streamlining common asset and inventory processes and 
reducing cumbersome activities like paperwork and manual data 
entry. 
  
rAgent ™ Mobile seamlessly integrates with rPlatform™ and 
rInsight™ by leveraging best-in-class embedded database and 
synchronization technologies. rAgent ™ Mobile takes full advantage 
of enhanced hardware capabilities and storage capacities of mobile 
devices, making enterprise database portability a reality.  Now you 
can collect and process large amounts of data away from your 
network, and synchronize that data when connections to your 
enterprise database become available. 
  
rAgent ™ Mobile Brings Enterprise Workflows and Data to Mobile 
Devices Not Previously Available 
rAgent ™ Mobile’s unique approach overcomes government and 
healthcare restrictions on wireless and radio communications that in 
other cases would severely limit the utility of mobile devices. rAgent 
™ Mobile extends the enterprise with a high-capacity embedded 
database and selectable synchronization modes specifically designed 
to work around these RF restrictions. 
  
rAgent ™ Mobile moves beyond web-based mobile applications that 
require continuous network connections, eliminates workflow 
disruptions  from loss of connection in warehousing and supply 
chain operations, and supports mobile label printing. 
 
Learn More About rAgent ™ Mobile 
To learn more about rAgent ™ Mobile, please visit Supply 
Insight.com. 

  
SUPPLY INSIGHT AUTO-ID SOLUTIONS   
Fully integrated, EPCglobal standards compliant RFID and Barcode 
solutions. Hybrid technology, integrating best-of-breed hardware. 
  
MISSION 
Supply Insight's mission is to Deliver the Promise of RFID™, 
maximize client return on investment and establish relationships 
based on integrity. 

 
 rAgent™ Mobile is a .NET edgeware application for RFID and barcode-

enabled mobile devices that provides both tethered and untethered 
access to asset and inventory management processes.  rAgent ™ 
Mobile maintains synchronicity with the enterprise database in both 
connected and disconnected states using a store-and-forward 
topology.  rAgent ™ Mobile revolutionizes the utility of mobile devices 
for the enterprise. Awarded Motorola validation on December 16, 
2011. 
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